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Abstract:
Different from a conventional aircraft, an investigation
on system identification and control design has been car‐
ried out on a small fixed‐wing unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) with segmented ailerons. The multiple aileron se‐
tup is configured as a multi‐input and single‐output sy‐
stem, and each segment is modeled as a control input. Ex‐
periments are conducted in the wind tunnel to determine
the frequency responses of the system and the correspon‐
ding transfer functions. Multiple PID controllers are de‐
signed and implemented in a cascaded form for each con‐
trol surface. Furthermore, a heuristic switching control
strategy is implemented for the aircraft where the multi‐
ple aileron segments perform as a single aileron pair in a
normal flight condition and adapt to multi‐segment con‐
trol when encountering severe turbulence or significant
angle reference changes. Experimental results reveal that
although each control surface can stabilize the aircraft,
the proposed control strategy by combining the multiple
actuation surfaces reduces the mean squared errors for
the roll angle up to 38 percent in the highly turbulent en‐
vironment providing superior disturbance rejection pro‐
perties.
Keywords: Fixed‐wing UAV, PID Control, Segmented Con‐
trol Surfaces, System Identification

1. Introduction
With their small size and portability, small un‑
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have proven their ef‑
�icacy in a number of applications, including surveil‑
lance and mapping in complex terrain [1, 2] data gat‑
hering around large infrastructures with modern col‑
lision avoidance strategies [3–5], environmental mo‑
nitoring and telecommunication relaying in urban en‑
vironments [6–8]. While the small size has many ad‑
vantages, there is a distinct drawback that associated
with it that is susceptibility and sensitivity to envi‑
ronmental disturbances [9]. In the same regard, the
stability of the aircraft is severely degraded, especi‑
ally concerning the disturbances in roll axis [10]. More
speci�ically, small aircraft have dif�iculties at maintai‑
ning straight and level �light when encountering se‑
vere turbulence. When a certain turbulence intensity
limit is crossed, the aircraft may head to signi�icant de‑
viation from the designated �light path and exhibit at‑
titude �luctuations with disastrous consequences. The
performance of these vehicles is often limited by ac‑
tuators’ bandwidth, given that the turbulence band‑
width can quickly saturate the actuator bandwidth

resulting in compromised stability and overall per‑
formance. This might be the case even when imple‑
menting latest sensing techniques [11, 12]. Improving
the actuation of �ixed‑wing UAVs with respect to cont‑
rol authority and rapidity constitutes an important re‑
search area, bound to improve the small aircraft’s per‑
formance.
Considering an aircraft’s structure, various de‑
signs have been conceptualized and analyzed to
achieve a higher degree of performance. Recent ad‑
vances in �ixed‑wing UAV design include the free wing
design in [13], segmented control surfaces [14–16],
split aileron wing [17], �lexible wing and wing mor‑
phing [18–22] blended wing body design [23]. Seg‑
mented control surfaces are the focus of this paper, gi‑
ven their capability to upgrade the control response
and rapidity of the UAV. Prior work in [14, 15] demon‑
strates the practicality of multiple control surface de‑
sign and discussing various advantages linked to it. For
example, segmented surfaces can act as a supplement
to pitch and rudder controls, minimize induced drag,
and contribute in active wing lift distribution [14].
In 2018, work reported by [24] under the NASA
project utilized multiple aileron segments for active
in‑�light load redistribution. The method uses optical
�iber to sense strain on the wing and then actuating
various segments to distribute the load evenly. Simi‑
lar work, in its early stages, has also been reported in
patents [25,26] using tabbed and multiple ailerons. In
modern bigger aircraft, utilization of multiple ailerons
can be common practice to reduce �luttering of the
wing and increase passenger comfort [27]. For exam‑
ple, in Airbus 380, multiple ailerons have been incor‑
porated and can be actuated in various ways based on
the aircraft’s speed [28]. Although the physical designs
have been accomplished, a control system architec‑
ture has not been developed and analyzed for a small
�ixed‑wing aircraft having multiple aileron segments.
However, for ordinary aircraft with single single aile‑
ron per side of the main wing, the literature reports
various developments and optimization, which inclu‑
des PID controllers [29–31], sliding mode controller
[32] [33], model predictive controller (MPC) based in
[34, 35], fuzzy control based [36] & back‑stepping ba‑
sed control in [37, 38].
This paper investigates the dynamic model and
control system design of a segmented aileron based
small �ixed‑wing unmanned aerial vehicle. Since the
roll axis is the most sensitive axis to the atmospheric
disturbances hence it is the only axis analyzed throug‑
hout this work. This �ixed‑wing UAV is designed by in‑
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corporating multiple aileron segments on each side of
the wing. During the control system design, each ai‑
leron pair is considered to be an independently mani‑
pulated variable. Hence, the multi‑segment �ixed‑wing
UAV control system is con�igured as multi‑input & sin‑
gle output system for the dynamics of the roll‑axis.
System identi�ication experiments are carried out in
the wind tunnel to obtain the frequency response data
& the transfer function models. Cascade PID control‑
lers are designed on the basis of the transfer function
models for the multi‑segment �ixed‑wing UAV. Con‑
trol strategy is devised to manage the operation of
the multiple actuators relative to the tracking errors
of the roll‑axis. The remainder of this paper includes
Section 2 and 3, which describe the hardware of a
multi‑segment �ixed‑wing UAV and the system identi‑
�ication experiments as well as the transfer function
models obtained for the two inputs and one output sy‑
stem. Section 4 presents the cascade PID controller de‑
sign using the frequency response data and the cont‑
rol strategy to deal with severe turbulence. In Section
5 the cascade control system for the multi‑segment
�ixed‑wing UAV is validated with the control surfa‑
ces from the inner segment and outer segment in a
wind tunnel to demonstrate their individual capacity
for maintaining closed‑loop stability. Section 6 pro‑
poses the use of an error threshold to activate multi‑
ple control surfaces when encountering a large refe‑
rence change or severe air turbulence and demonstra‑
tes that the proposed strategy has signi�icantly impro‑
ved the closed‑loop performance. Section 7 concludes
the research �inding.

2. Multi‐segment Fixed‐wing UAV and Experi‐
mental Environment

This section describes the hardware and software
of the multi‑segment �ixed‑wing UAV along with expe‑
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rimental procedure used to identify roll‑axis dynamic
models.

2.1. Aircraft Specifications and Control Hardware
Unlike the conventional �ixed‑wing UAV, in the
multi‑segment con�iguration, each aileron control sur‑
face is segmented into two, as a result a total of
four segments are obtained. A separate high‑speed
servo is attached to each aileron segment. Because the
servo motors operate independently, the aileron cont‑
rol surfaces are de�ined as δa_o for the actuation using
the outer segments and δa_i for the actuation using the
inner segments. Figure 1 illustrates the aircraft’s seg‑
mented control surfaces for inner and outer compo‑
nents. A more detailed illustration of the experimental
model is given by Figure 2, which shows the exact me‑
asurements of wingspan, size of aileron segments, and
distribution of segments alongside the main wing.
A �lat plate type airfoil is selected for this UAV.
Table 1 presents the properties of this airfoil. A
high speed microcontroller namely, Cortex M4 pro‑
cessor (32‑bit) is deployed to analyze the incoming
roll attitude data and prepare proper output signal
for each control surface. The roll attitude estimation
is accomplished through the combination of digital‑
motion‑processor or DMP documented in [39] and
IMU (inertial‑motion‑unit). The dedicated DMP out‑
puts a noise‑free attitude signal without involving the
main processor, which saves the main control loop’s
execution time. Table 2 presents the details of compo‑
nents utilized to develop the roll attitude control sy‑
stem. Very high speed servos are deployed to achieve
swift control system response. Table 3 gives the spe‑
ci�ications of servos. These servos are made up of set
of durable metallic gears and can handle the pulse fre‑
quencies up to 333 Hz to make sure the system exhibits
minimal delay.

[
]
1
bp
br
+ C ℓr
+ Cℓδa δa + Cℓδr δr
ṗ = Γ1 pq − Γ2 qr + ρVa2 Sb Cℓ0 + CℓβC βC + Cℓp
2
2Va
2Va
[
]
2
Sc
cq
ρV
q̇ = Γ5 pr − Γ6 (p2 − r2 ) + a
+ Cmδe δe
Cm0 + C mα + C mq
2Iy
2Va
]
[
1
bp
br
ṙ = Γ7 pq − Γ1 qr + ρVa2 Sb Cn0 + CnβC βC + Cnp
+ C nr
+ Cnδa δa + Cnδr δr
2
2Va
2Va
Tab. 1. Features of UAV
Features
Airfoil
Leading Edge
Wing length (per side)
Chord
Camber
Aileron segment size
Cruise speed
Fig. 1. The fixed‐wing UAV with multiple aileron
segments. Key: (a) inner segments, (b) outer segments
4

4
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Details
Flat plate
Ellipsoid
290.0 mm
115 mm
4.0 mm
145 x 45 mm
10.0 m/s
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Tab. 2. Parts used in UAV
Parts
Microcontroller
IMU

Servo
Data Logger
Voltage Regulator

Details
MK64FX512VMD12
MPU6050
(built‑in
DMP)
RJX‑FS0435HV
Teensy 3.5 SD‑logger
Step‑down DC‑DC con‑
verter

Tab. 3. Features of high speed servo
Parts
Operating Voltage
Speed
Pulse frequency
Torque
Gear Type
Weight

2.2. Experimental Setup

Details
4.8 ‑ 7.4 V
0.04 sec/60◦@ 7.4 V
333 Hz
3.4 kg/cm @ 7.4 V
All Metal Gear
20 g

All the experiments have been carried out in
RMIT’s Aerodynamics Wind Tunnel (AWT), which is
con�igured as a closed‑circuit wind tunnel. A 380 kilo‑
watt DC motor precisely controls the air pressure in‑
side the tunnel. The sensors measure the pressure in‑
side the wind tunnel’s hexagonal test section measu‑
ring 1.37 × 1.08 × 2 meters (WxHxL), which is then
converted into relevant wind speed. A detailed study
of the characteristics and environments of AWT is out‑
lined in [40].
The �irst stage of the experiments is focused on
system identi�ication with segmented aileron control
surfaces in relatively smooth air�low (turbulence in‑
tensity < 0.1%). A special roll rig, developed and tes‑
ted in [41] is utilized to conduct the experiments. This
rig only allows motion along roll axis, prohibiting any
coupling from other axis. It helps to speci�ically study
and analyze the effect of ailerons since they primarily
affect the roll motion. The experimental setup inside
AWT test section is shown by Figure 3. The wind speed
through all the experiments has been kept to normal
�lying speed of the small �ixed wing UAV, which is 10
m/s [9].

3. System Identification for Multi‐segment
Fixed‐wing UAV

In order to understand the dynamic model for the
multi‑segment �ixed‑wing UAV, we will �irst present
the mathematical models for the conventional case.
3.1. Dynamic Model for Single Segment UAV

The dynamic models for a conventional �ixed‑wing
with single segment are described by the set of diffe‑
rential equations as given by (1) [42, 43] where p, q
and r are the roll, pitch and yaw rates in the body
frame, the control manipulated variables are the aile‑
rons, elevator and rudder de�lections, de�ined as vari‑
ables δa , δe and δr . Among the remaining parameters,
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Cxy is the aerodynamics derivative coef�icients corre‑
sponding to their respective variables, ρ is the air den‑
sity, Va is the airspeed, S is the wing platform area, b
is the wingspan of the airframe, c is the mean chord of
the wing, and βC is the course angle.
For attitude control of the aircraft, the system out‑
puts are the roll, pitch Euler angles, and yaw angular
velocity, de�ined as variables ϕ, θ and r respectively.
The relationships between the body frame angular ra‑
tes and the Euler angular rates are captured by the dif‑
ferential equations (2).
  
ϕ̇
1 sin(ϕ)tan(θ)
 θ̇  = 0
cos(ϕ)
0 sin(ϕ)sec(θ)
ψ̇

 
cos(ϕ)tan(θ)
p
−sin(ϕ)  q  (2)
cos(ϕ)sec(θ)
r

The control objective is that for the given reference
signals ϕ∗ , θ∗ and r∗ , the roll, pitch Euler angles, and
yaw rate will follow their respective reference signals
and reject air turbulence disturbances and the payload
of the �ixed‑wing UAV. It can be seen from (1)‑(2) that
the mathematical models for the conventional �ixed‑
wing UAV are nonlinear and contain many unknown
physical parameters. The control system design pro‑
blems were tackled more ef�iciently by the direct iden‑
ti�ication of linear models.
3.2. System Identification of Multi‐segment Fixed‐wing
UAV

Due of the spatial difference between the aileron
control surfaces, the nonlinear model described by
(1) requires a rigorous modi�ication to render useful
for the multi‑segment �ixed‑wing UAV, which can be
a lengthy and cumbersome process. Alternatively, the
system is considered to have two input variables i.e.
two ailerons δa_i (t) and δa_o (t) and one output vari‑
able roll rate p(t). With two ailerons functioning in‑
dependently, the multi‑segment UAV is regarded as a
two‑input and one output system. This paper treats
the UAV as an unknown system and attempts to iden‑
tify system dynamics from scratch. To begin with, a
relay feedback experiment is performed to determine
the important frequency region for the control system
design [44]. Afterward, roll dynamics are found in de‑
tail by estimating the frequency responses of the two
inputs and one output system with a series of sinusoi‑
dal input signals working as the excitation signals and
converting the estimated frequency response points
to transfer functions to reveal the dynamics of the sy‑
stem.
The relay with hysteresis experiment is depicted in
Figure 4. The aim of the relay experiment is to excite
the system around a certain frequency. This frequency
( or period of oscillations) relies on three major vari‑
ables such as the value of hysteresis, relay amplitude
and the nature of system’s dynamics [45]. Apart from
the system’s dynamics, which are unknown, the user
can specify the relay’s hysteresis and amplitude va‑
lues. The value of hysteresis is chosen to be 11 deg/sec,
which prevents the false switching of relay in case of
measurement noise. An amplitude of 20 deg/sec was
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Fig. 2. The UAV model with dimensions
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Fig. 3. Aircraft inside the test section of Aerodynamics
Wind Tunnel
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Fig. 5. Relay experiment: Response of inner segments
30

Roll Rate
Relay out

Fig. 4. The setup of relay experiment

6

selected for the relay, keeping in mind the stable ope‑
ration and maximum working range of aileron seg‑
ments. Figure 5 depicts the response of relay experi‑
ment when only inner segments are active. It must be
noticed that with exactly the same characteristics of
the relay, roll rate response of the outer segments is
different as shown by Figure 6 from the response of
inner segments as shown by Figure 5. This is a good
indicator of non‑linearity between inner and outer ai‑
leron segments.
With the relay experiments, the cross‑over fre‑
quency regions for both inner and outer segments are
identi�ied, which are used in the selections of sinus‑
oidal testing signals in order to reveal the entire fre‑
quency response of the system. The sinusoidal excita‑
6
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Fig. 6. Relay experiment: Response of outer segments
tion signal u(t) has the general form:
u(t) = 20 sin ωk t

where the frequency ωk varies from experiment to
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experiment, sweeping through higher and lower fre‑
quency regions based on the cross‑over frequency
identi�ied by the relay experiments. Figure 7 shows
the frequency regions for which sinusoidal signals are
used as the excitation inputs for the aileron control
surfaces δa_i and δa_o . The minimum frequencies are
determined when the measured roll rate p(t) can not
produce sustained sinusoidal responses and the max‑
imum frequencies are determined when the measu‑
red roll rate p(t) is buried in the measurement noise.
From the input and output sinusoidal testing signals,
Fourier analysis is used to estimate the frequency re‑
sponse Gi (jωk ) and Go (jωk ) such that
Y (jωk )
Gi (jωk ) =
Ui (jωk )

where Y (jωk ) is Fourier transform of the measured
roll rate signal at the frequency ωk and Ui (jωk ) is the
Fourier transform of the inner segment control sur‑
face signal. The same procedure is applied to the outer
segment testing data to obtain the frequency response
estimates.
There are 25 sinusoidal experiments conducted for
each inner and outer aileron control surface to cover
the entire frequency region. Figure 8 compares these
estimated frequency points for the inner and outer ai‑
leron segments. It clearly shows the existence of non‑
linearity, as the frequency responses of the two sys‑
tems are very different.

3.3. Estimation of Transfer Functions
The frequency responses obtained from frequency
injection experiments are utilized to estimate transfer
functions for inner and outer segments. The following
structure of transfer function is assumed:

N (s)
b1 sm + b2 sm−1 + b3 sm−2 + · · · + bm+1
=
M (s)
a1 sn + a2 sn−1 + a3 sn−2 + · · · + an+1
(3)
where m and n are the orders for the numerator and
denominator of the transfer function and the parame‑
ters ai (i = 1, . . . , n + 1)and bi (i = 1, . . . , m + 1) are
to be estimated from the frequency response data.
MATLAB function ‘invfreqs.m’ is used to convert
the estimated phase and magnitude data to transfer
G(s) =

Fig. 8. Comparison of frequency responses between
inner and outer control surfaces
functions. A detailed description of transfer function
estimation algorithm is given in Levy [46]. The propo‑
sed algorithm solves system of linear equations deve‑
loped by minimizing the objective function (4) for the
coef�icients ai (i = 1, . . . , n+1) & bi (i = 1, . . . , m+1)
as follows,
J = min{bi , ai }

M
∑

k=1

wg(k)|h(k)A(w(k)) − B(w(k))|2

(4)
where the wg(k) denotes the set of weights used
to diminish the effect of high frequency components
and M denotes the total number of frequency points.
The estimation is further re�ined by deploying dam‑
ped Gauss‑Newton method for iterative search as gi‑
ven in [47]. The aforementioned methodology assists
in minimizing the SSE (sum of squared errors) i.e.
difference between desired and the actual response
data acquired via weighted optimization. The transfer
function for the inner segment is determined as a third
order system with the following form:
−74.15s + 8892
(5)
s3 + 59.11s2 + 1599s + 7936
and the transfer function for the outer segment deter‑
mined as a fourth order model has the following struc‑
ture:
G(s) =

4.746s3 − 392.5s2 + 2.443 × 104 s + 2.064 × 105
+ 80.26s3 + 3026s2 + 2.829 × 104 s + 1.21 × 105
(6)
The diagrams in Figure 9 compare the actual fre‑
quency response of segments to that of estimated
transfer functions. It can also be deduced that the ou‑
ter segment has higher gain than inner ones as shown
by in Figure 10. An additional phase lag can also be
noticed at higher frequencies for outer segments in
the given Bode plot. This is another indicator of higher
gain of outer segments in terms of roll moment when
compared to inner segments. It can be seen that the
outer ailerons are moving too fast for UAV’s roll mo‑
tion to react to. Moreover, the given response can also
be used to prevent over‑actuation of the servos.
G(s) =

s4
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Tab. 4. PID parameters for inner segments
2

Transfer Function Response of inner segments
Experimental freq points of inner segments
Transfer Function Response of outer segments
Experimental freq points of outer segments
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Fig. 9. Transfer function frequency responses vs.
experimental data

see [45, 48]. Assuming that G(jω) is the frequency re‑
sponse of the transfer function model, the basic idea
in the PID controller design is to use two frequency
response points G(jω1 ) and G(jω2 ) for the controller
design, where ω1 is chosen to be the frequency when
the frequency response G(jω) across the imaginary
axis �irst time (− π2 ), and ω2 is chosen to be the cross‑
over frequency (−π). Then the PID controller para‑
meters are calculated through linear curve �itting in
the frequency domain [49]. �ore speci�ically, a PID
controlled system will exhibit open loop frequency re‑
sponse at frequency ω1 as,
L(jω1 ) =

and ω2 as,

L(jω2 ) =

c2 (jω1 )2 + c1 (jω1 ) + c0 (jω1 )
G(jω1 ) (7)
jω1
c2 (jω2 )2 + c1 (jω2 ) + c0 (jω2 )
G(jω2 ) (8)
jω2

By equating the actual open‑loop frequency response
to the desired open‑loop frequency response Ld (jω)
at the two frequency points:
L(jω1 )
L(jω2 )

Fig. 10. Bode plot of inner and outer control surfaces

4. Control System Design
Figure 11 shows the cascaded closed‑loop control
system con�iguration. The two manipulated variables
are the inputs to the inner segments δa_i and outer seg‑
ments δa_o . For the secondary control system, the out‑
put is the roll angle rate p in body reference frame and
for the primary control system, the output is the Eu‑
ler angle ϕ. Because the coef�icients for the mathema‑
tical model (2) are given, the primary system transfer
function is simply an integrator obtained from linea‑
rization of nonlinear model at the zero angle, together
with an estimated delay from the inner‑loop dynamics.

8

To design PID controllers for higher order transfer
functions given by the equations (5) and (6), model or‑
der reduction techniques may be used to reduce the
higher order transfer functions to second order trans‑
fer functions so that model based PID controllers can
be designed. Instead, a simpler approach is to directly
use two frequency points for the PID controller design
8
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=

Ld (jω1 )

=

Ld (jω2 )

(9)

(10)

the PID controller parameters c0 ,c1 and c2 are calcula‑
ted. These parameters are then converted into the pro‑
portional gain Kc , integral time constant τI and deri‑
vative time constant τD using the following relations:
Kc = c1 ; τI =

c1
c2
; τD = .
c0
c1

The PID controller design method, mentioned above,
is used to calculate parameters for all the controllers in
the cascade control structure. Tables 4 and 5 present
the proportional controller gain, integral and deriva‑
tive time constant. It is seen from these two tables that
there are large differences between the inner‑loop PID
controllers. However, small differences are noticed be‑
tween the outer‑loop PID controllers. This is due to
the dynamics from the outer‑loop system, which is
being dominated by integrator with time delay obtai‑
ned from the linearization of the nonlinear model (2)
at small angles of ϕ and θ.

5. Experimental Validations for Independent
Actuation
Experimental validation is performed in two diffe‑
rent environments in the wind tunnel. In the �irst envi‑
ronment, laminar air�low is used to mimic the normal
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Fig. 11. Cascade control system for the UAV with multiple aileron segments
Tab. 5. PID parameters for outer segments
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Kc
τI
τD

0.720
0.181
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Fig. 13. Outer segments response. In the laminar flow
(a) shows roll angle and (b) shows roll rate while in the
turbulent flow (c) shows roll angle and (d) shows roll
rate
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Fig. 12. Inner segments response. In the laminar flow (a)
shows roll angle and (b) shows roll rate while in
turbulent flow (c) shows roll angle and (d) shows roll
rate
wind conditions for the multi‑segment aircraft. In con‑
trast, the second environment uses turbulent air�low
to capture the situation where the multi‑segment air‑
craft faces severe challenges such as, in a storm. The
cascade control structure is utilized in which all the
controllers are PID, receiving both roll rate and angle
feedback signals from IMU.
5.1. Inner Segment Control Performance

The �irst set of experimental evaluations will focus
on the control performance of the inner segments of
the wings. When performing this set of assessments,
the high‑speed servo motors for the outer segments
are disabled. Therefore, no electrical energy is consu‑
med by outer segments.

The reference signal to the roll angle is chosen to
mimic the pilot who is transmitting a challenging refe‑
rence signal.
A challenging roll reference signal is selected
which mimics the pilot operating in a harsh environ‑
ment, sweeping through both positive and negative
roll reference changes. It starts from 0 degree, chan‑
ges to −30 degree, and then to +30◦ . This incorpora‑
tes an amplitude change of 60 degree, which puts the
�light control system to a hard test. Figure 12a shows
the roll angle step response using the inner set of seg‑
ments and Figure 12b shows the roll rate response in
the cascade control system. It is seen that there is an
overshoot in the roll angle step response, and the sett‑
ling time is about 5 seconds. Both closed‑loop respon‑
ses demonstrate that the inner set of segments has the
capacity to become an independent actuator for the ai‑
rcraft when the roll angle takes step changes. The ex‑
perimental evaluation is repeated in a turbulent envi‑
ronment. Figure 12c shows the step response of the
roll angle and Figure 12d shows the roll rate response
in presence of external disturbance i.e. turbulence. In
comparison to the experimental results from the la‑
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minar �low environment, the roll angle response is no
longer smooth. However, it is able to maintain closed‑
loop stability.
5.2. Outer Segment Control Performance

The experimental evaluations are performed for
the outer aileron segments in identical experiments.
Figures 13a and 13b show the closed‑loop step re‑
sponses of the roll angle and roll rate in the laminar
�low environment. The results are identical to those
obtained using the inner segment actuation. When the
aircraft encounters the turbulent �low, the outer seg‑
ment control actuation can also overcome the turbu‑
lence and maintain the closed‑loop stability as shown
in Figure 13c for the closed‑loop step response of the
roll angle and in Figure 13d for the closed‑loop re‑
sponse of roll rate.

6. A Heuristic Approach Towards Turbulence
Mitigation Using Combined Actuation

The adverse effect of a turbulent environment is
widely known on a normal �ixed‑wing UAV. �onse‑
quently, to handle severe turbulence increasing aile‑
ron size would require bigger actuators compromising
on its response time and energy consumption. In ad‑
dition, resulting challenges such as the need for high‑
speed computational devices and sensors will have
to be addressed. To address this problem, a heuris‑
tic switching strategy of aileron segments has been
exercised in this aircraft. In order to save the battery
energy, at a routine operation, only one of the seg‑
ments is recommended to be active for reference fol‑
lowing and disturbance rejection. The second pair of
control surfaces is used as a redundant actuator in the
case of actuator faulty or is used to improve reference
following and overcome severe air turbulence.
The control strategy to determine when the redun‑
dant pair of control surfaces should be switched on is
based on the amplitude of the feedback error between
the desired roll angle ϕ∗ (t) and the measured roll an‑
gle ϕ(t). With this in mind, the control signal becomes
δa (t) = δa_o (t) + λδa_i (t)

where the outer segment control surface is chosen to
be the main actuator. For a pre‑de�ined threshold ϵ, if
the error
|ϕ∗ (t) − ϕ(t)| ≤ ϵ

then λ = 0, leading to the inner segment control sur‑
face to become inactive. On the other hand, if the error
|ϕ∗ (t) − ϕ(t)| > ϵ
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then λ = 1, resulting in the inner segment control sur‑
face to become active. Figure 14 shows the control sy‑
stem con�iguration for the multi‑segment �ixed‑wing
aircraft.
This new control system con�iguration is evalua‑
ted for both reference following and turbulence mi‑
tigation in the wind tunnel. For comparison purpo‑
ses, the experimental conditions are identical to those
Articles
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Tab. 6. Performance comparison using mean squared
error (MSE)
Ailerons con�iguration MSE in laminar MSE in turbu‑
�low
lent �low
Inner segments only 82.8340
111.2609
Outer segments only 94.8809
110.9734
Both inner & outer 55.4334
68.5341
segments

used in Section 5. The threshold ϵ for all the experi‑
mental evaluation presented in this paper is chosen to
be 5 degrees. This means that if |ϕ∗ (t) − ϕ(t)| ≤ 5,
then the inner segment control surface is inactive and
if |ϕ∗ (t) − ϕ(t)| > 5, then both inner and outer seg‑
ments will become active.
Figures 15a and 15b show the roll angle response
and roll rate response for the step reference signal du‑
ring the laminar air�low. In comparison to the respon‑
ses from the single control surface demonstrated in
Section 5, it is seen that the roll angle follows the re‑
ference signal more quickly without a large overshoot.

Figure 16 presents servos reaction in degrees ver‑
sus roll angle error. It can be seen that whenever er‑
ror crosses 5 degrees threshold, inner servos are acti‑
vated otherwise they remain inactive. Simultaneously,
outer servos are working all the time to correct for
all roll angle errors. �uring the turbulent air�low, the
advantage of the multi‑segment control surfaces be‑
come more apparent. Figures 15c and 15d show the
substantial improvement in roll attitude stabilization.
It is seen that not only the overshoots are eliminated
but the effect of the turbulence on the closed‑loop an‑
gle response is also decreased, making it hardly noti‑
ceable in real �light.
To further quantify the improvement of the closed‑
loop performance, the mean squared error is calcula‑
ted, which is de�ined as
E=

M −1
1 ∑ ∗
(ϕ (ti ) − ϕ(ti ))2
M i=0

where M is the number of samples. Table 6 shows the
mean squared errors for the three different control
system con�igurations. It is seen that the closed‑loop
performance from the independent actuation using
either the inner segment control surfaces or the outer
segment control surfaces are comparable. However,
with the heuristic switching control, the mean squa‑
red error has reduction of ≈ 42 percent for the lami‑
nar �low and upto 38 percent reduction in the turbu‑
lence air�low. Figure 17 shows servos behavior against
measured roll angle error. It can be seen that only at
events of reference change, the inner servos are active
because error recorded is greater that 5 degrees thres‑
hold.

7. Conclusion

This work investigates the control system design
for the small unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with mul‑
tiple aileron segments. The system is con�igured as a
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Fig. 14. Cascade control system for the UAV with multiple aileron segments utilizing roll angle deviation
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Fig. 17. Servos reacting to magnitude of error in
turbulence

multi‑input and single‑output system, and each seg‑
ment is modeled as a control input. At �irst, the dy‑
namics of the inner and outer segments are identi‑
�ied and then cascaded control systems are designed.
A heuristic switching control strategy is proposed for
the multi‑segment �ixed‑wing aircraft. �y selecting a
threshold (±5◦ ) for the feedback error, the UAV is
operated in a single segment and multi‑segment cont‑
rol surface con�iguration. �xperimental results reveal
that each control surface has the capability for the sta‑
bilization of the aircraft. Whereas the combined actu‑
ation signi�icantly improves (up to 38%) the closed‑

loop performance in a turbulent environment. Depen‑
ding upon the intensity of external disturbances, the
value of threshold can be easily programmed from 0◦
(all segments active, all the time) to 10◦ (selected seg‑
ments active only to reject severe disturbances). Mo‑
reover, the proposed heuristic switching strategy car‑
ries the innate ability to avoid unnecessary switching
of selected actuators, preventing the wastage of limi‑
ted onboard battery energy.
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